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THE

SIGN AND OPERATION OF A KERR CELL

INTRODUCTION

When

suitable liquids

aro placed in a strong electrical field,

they become double refracting and behave optically as a uniaxial

crystal.

This

s

true in

that a plane polarized bear of

liht which

passes through the llquid may be changed into an elliptically polarized one by

introducing

of the beam parallel and

trical field.

a phase difference

botven

the two components

'ereiioular, respectively,

to the

elec-

A glass cell filled with such a liquid and containing

a pair of electrodes arranged as condenser plates constitutes a
Kerr cell.

While some conducting liquids show a greater Kerr effect

than do nonconducting liquids,

(, p.lO)

it is impossible to main-

tain an electrical field for any length of time within a conducting
liquid, therefore, in practice, only nonconducting liquids are used.

The Kerr cell was first used by Abraham and Lernoine
(1,

p.2L-2I8) as an electro-optical shutter.

This device consiste

of a polarizer and analyzer, set for extinction, with the Kerr cell
placed between them.

With a sufficient potential difference across

the cell, light may uass through; when the voltage drops, the light
is cut off.

Since its initial application, it has been used in

various investigations of light phenomena in which the interval of
time is an important factor.

J. W. Beams

,

p .l7l-l.LGO) used the

electro-optical shut.ter in his investigation of the time interval

2

betwen the appearance of

spectrt

lines in spark discharges.

Lawrence and Beams (11, p.1478-WS) used lt in a search for a time lag
In the photoelectric effect.

aroLus and

Nfittelstaedt (10, p.698-702)

used a pair of Kerr

cells as a modulator in their measurement of the speed of light.

More recently, l937-l91l, Anderson (2, p.239-2Li7 and 3,

p.187-197)

measured the speed of light by tho use of a circuit containing one
cell.
13y

means of the olectro-optical shutter, consIderable knowledge

has been gained regarding the time and nature of electric spark

breakdown.

junnington (6, p.l33-lS16) and Lawrence and Dunnington

the eariy stages of the spark

(11, p.396-!07) studied

They used various metals as
arid magnesium.

AlSo, H.

electrodes;

brsakdown.

particularly zinc, cadmium,

J. white, using

a Kerr

cell, (13, p.99-106)

studied the nature of spark discharges in various gases.
In all of the cases mentioned above, the Kerr cell was

most important part of

the apparatus .

It has

become a

vary success-

ful tool for dealing with extremely short intervals of time.
fore, It becomes highly desirable

that the design

the Kerr cell should be better understood.
is to

the

There-

and operation of

The purpose of this paper

describe its design and operation.
The cell was designed to permit the uso of any suitable

liquid; however, because nitrobenzene has such a large Kerr constant,

it

is the liquid chosen for this study.

3
E PURIFICATION OF NITRO3ENZENE

The nitrobenzone that is to be used in the Kerr cell must be
as nearly

that

with

pe

as possible.

Experiments have shown (13, p.1OO-lOL)

iure nitrobenzene

there Is a time lag in the closing

of the electro-optical shutter and that a background of extraneous

licht may be transmitted.

These effects are closely related to

the conductivity of the cell and aro practically nil for

sufficiently pure

nitrobenzene.

Because nitrobenzone is an excellent solvent, it
that all

apparatus with

be thoroughly cleaned

which the nitrobenzene is to

and

dried.

:Ls

important

corne

in contact

Therefore, in this experiment,

&fter

cleaning and

three

to five times with the purest

drying, all containers were rinsed out from

nitrobenzene available.

The

Kerr cell itself was washed out five times with the finished

product before it was

finally filled for

use in the

electro-

optical shutter.
The procedure in the

purification of

the nitrobenzene was

carried out very closely to that recommended by

hite

(113,

p.22-26).

The four steps in the procedure and the order in which they were

performed are as follows:
1.

acid.

Treatment with a weak basic solution to remove traces of

A normal solution of potassium carbonate was used as the

basic solution.

It was added to the nitrobenzene in equal propor-

tions and the two were

xed by passir

air tuirough them.

At the

conclusion of a two-hour mixing period, the mixture was allowed to

h

stand.

&fter the nitrobenene

settled to the bottom, th solution

was washed by running water through it for about an hour.

Then, as

much of the water as possible was removed by usina a separatory
funnel.

Treathont with a drring agent to reiiove as iiuch water aa

2.

possible.
of'

One hundred grans of calciin chloride were used per liter

nitrobonzene.

ìe mixture iias shaken occasionally for about 2h

hours and then the calcii

chloride was removed by filtering.

Fractional distillation.

3.

in Figure 1.

It was 7lade

of'

The design of the still is shown

Pyrex glass except for the bubble

plates, p, which were made of nickel-plated copror.

The boiler, S,

was made of a liter flask; a ground joint was inserted between
the boiler and the coltm
lIsle

to aid in filling and

cleaning the

column was made of glass tubing one inch insIde diameter.

bubble plates were slightly smaller In d±aieter than the
arid

still.

were

drilled with

a !jo. 60

drill itith

2

These holes allow the risinç vapor to bubble

collected on the plates.

column

holes in each plate.
thrc'h

liquid

th

Thu air-cooled concìense', C, conist5 of

tube about 12 inches lon

a glass

The

and

t

inch in diameter.

A drying

tube, DT, containing calcium chloride, is used to prevent contain-

ination of
ground

t.he

joint

having a

nitrobenzene

was

by moisture from the air.

A standard

placed at the top of the column and a thermor'eter

round joint was

used to measure

The flow from the still

s

rJatd

the vapor temperature.

by the stop cock, SC,

and was measured by counting the drops from the drop counter, D.

s

Figure

I

1

C)

¶h

boiler and

colu,

'wrapped 'with

asbeto3, were heated by

mountinr; them above an eiectr.tc plato.

Figre

2 shows the

still

as it was used.

bring

It required from an hour and a half to two hours to

5till to the operat1n
the colui
'was

tetxperature.

to flood 8nd, therefore,

the

Too rapid heating Will cause
should be avoided.

The boiler

heated sufficiently so that the output was about forty drops

per minute with a reflux ratio of one to four.

Since the boiling

temperature of nitrobenzene is 210 degrees centigrade, any water

returning to the

agitation

coln from

the

condenser causes considerable

and is likely to damage the still.

advisable to leave the st

It is, therefore,

cock, SC, open until all the nitro-

benzene containing moisture has been exhausted.

The nitrobenzene

that contains moisture appears milky.
'the

first third of the distillate was discarded and about one-

third of the

riitrobenzene

'was

left in

the

still.

The still 'was

then cleaned and the middle third redistillod.
irractior.al freezing.

1.
a

OO

ini.

ie

freezing apparatus consisted of

Erlenrneyer flask with a standard taper ground-stopper

immersed in an ice bath.
A

stopper was made of a standard ground-joint tube by sealing

inside a small glass tube just large enough for the stirring rod to
pass through.

This made the flask as nearly air tight

u

possible

and permitted the nitrohonzene to be stirred continuously during

the freezing process.

Â

stirrer was made of a glass propeller

THE STILL IM OPERATION

attached to a bent glass rod so that it was free to rotate.
tho freezing temperature
ice was used as a free zin

o

nitrobenzene is
agent.

was frozen and the rest discarded.

Since

.7 degrees centígrado,

About two-thirds of the liquid
The frozen portion of the

nitrobenzone constitut*s the final product.

CONSTIUTION OF THE IETR CELt

Because the Kerr cell is a part of both the electrical and
the optical systems (Figuro 6), the characteristics of both systems

must be cofl8idered in the design.

is placed between

In the optical system, the cell

two crossed Polaroids so as to permit the light

to pass through it

chen a sufficiently high potential difference is

applied. Therefore,

it

is important that the cell be free from

optical distortions.

The

cell is

is designed

o

the

h5..gh

to operate on

potential

and low capacity type.

potentials from 3 to l

Therefore, the leads to the electrodes were taken

sides of the cell.
(Figure

It

kilovolts.
ou.t

he construction is shown in the

on opposite

photoaph

Ii).

The body of the cell

-ivas

made of pyrex glass tubing about three

and one-half centimeters in diameter.

The windows were made of

Pyrex plate glass carefully selected to obtain pieces that 'ore as
nearly optically perfect as pos3ible.

These were cmt into circular

disks having a diameter such that they would just slip into the
tubing fron which the body of the cell was made.

The windows wore

sealed in place by applying sufficient heat to insure a good weld
after which the cell was cooled slowly to prevent undue strain on

the windows.

It is

very important that the windows be placed

parallel to each other and perpendicular to the electrodes of the
cell. t is also essential that the distance bet'een the electrodes

iji

FIGURE 3

BUBBLE PLATES OF THE STILL

FIGURE

14

THE KERR CELL
I-j

o

u
be accurately measured for anr quantthtivo work on tho Kerr
effect.

Figure

shows a diagram of the coil.

electrodes, 1, is 2 cm., the

hot'oen the electrodes, d, O.

'wl.dth, 'w,

cm.

The length of the

1.2 cm., and the space

The electrodos, P, were made

of nickle platos silver soldered to nickle stems which in turn

were soldered to tungsten leads.
plated.

The electrodes were then

o1d

DESIGN OF THE KERR CEL

Figure 5

H
r)
NOT TO SCALE
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ThE OPTICAL SY5T3

The
sci,

tc\1

(picure 6) constated of

a mirror, m, two Polaroide, N

the Kerr cell,
2.!

9ySte!

ç.

mm between zinc electrodes.

collimator, C,

and N

fhü light source
1.lie

ms

r.iirror

,

T,

spark gap was placed slightly

m

the two polaroids N1

1±ght was

by O.

1it

collated by

o

:err

cell

fl]

arid

placed

i

N2 which were set for extinction.
ans of a rectangular hole 1.2 cm.

cm. cxt from a piece of sheet metal which

between the polaroid

which trave1

is reflected back pa$t the gap along the

optical axis into the Folaroid, IJ.

hetoen

&d

a spark £roi a gap of

off tho axis of the optical 3ystem so that the
first to the

light source,

the Kerr cell.

s

placed

Tho light passing

through the sys tern was viewed through the ana1yer N2.
'igure 7 shows a general view of tho electro-optical shutter

and its acce8sories.

A DIAGRAM

OF THE ELECTROOPTICAL

Figure 6

SHUTTER

FIGURE
GENERAL VIEW OF TF

7

ELECTROOPTICAL SHIflrER

16
ThE ELECTRICAL CIRC UIT

The high voltage for both the Kerr cell and the spark gap
vvas

supplied by a pulse generator.

This pulser was manufactured

by the Derola Corporation, Detroit, Michigan, for the Navy Department Bureau of Aeronautics for use In the ArS-2 and other radar
sets.

The pulser was adjusted to r,ive

O piases per second with

a pulse duration of ono-hall microsecond at a ten kilovolt peak.

This short pulse duration eliminated overheating of the Kerr cell

such as might occur with other sources of high voltage current.
Four number 1h bare copper wires, each 2h feet long, were
stretched across the room.

These were placed b inches apart; that

is, on the corners of a four-inch square, and were insulated at

their ends from the room walls with four-inch strain insulators.

A turnbuckle at one end of each wire was placed so that sufficient
stress could be put on the wire to prevent sagging and any

difference in tension could be adjusted.
the track of the trolley system.

The four wires made

i

Sash pulleys were placed between

the wires at each end and a cord was threaded through the pulleys

and tied to the ends of the trolley.

The cord was used to move

the trolley back and forth along the track.
e trolley was nade of two pieces of bakelite h

by

c

inches

fastened together in the center by a piece of heavy bakelite rod
h inches long,

plastic strips with holes in them wore fastened to

one end-piece so that two brass tubes could be inserted.

Itiese

17
tubes, which made e1ectrca1 connections between the wires, were

free to rotate as the trolley was moved along

trolley system
circuit to the

made

it

Kerr

cell.

the track.

leads from

the

trolley track to the

pulser, spark gap, and the Kerr cell were each one
These leads were carefully

lengths

measured so

of the electrical circuits

that

meter in length.

when computing, the

wore known.

One side of the high voltage circuit was grounded

of the pulser; the
a water

pipe.

pulser frame and optical bench wore

The grounded

attached to the lower

side of the high voltage

vyires

connections.

to

the frame

grounded to

circuit Was

wires of the track thus eliminating any danger

due to accidental touching of the high voltage wires
system.

electrca1

easy to chango the length of the
The

This

insulated

for high voltages

were

of the trolley

used for

all

19

DI3CTION

CONCLTION AND

kerr cell

The

was

tested for operation by placing

it. It

current voltage of t2O across
polaroids

the optical system

arc!

was

vvas

a

direct

placed between two

focused upon the filament of

et for extinction,
the light appeared only vthen the electrical field ws irtposed upon
the celi. For maximum effect, the Kerr cell (6, p.i69 and 2, p.2LiO)
a

clear

mut

ho

watt 1ap.

be placed

at

when

the !'olaroids were

an angle of

l

degrees to that of the Nicol

it,h the polaroids uried, this an1e

polarizer.

because their piane of transmission

ot

not

o

apparent

rkd , hut

it

w.s ob-

wa

served that by rotating the polarI zer to a particular angle with

th Kerr

c11,

a naxirnun

of

the Kerr effect could be

observed.
There was eone
windows of the

observing the

nated

142O

cell, but not enough to
effect. his distortion

if greater
The

distortion of the

iiht

due to

strain

on the

cause any trouble in
could doubtless be elimi-

care was given to the construction of the

conductivity of the nitrobenzene

was

cell.

tested by placing the

direct current voltage across tho electrodes of the cell

measuring the current by moans of

e

microarmneter.

of the nitrobenzene was found to he ec low as xiO

The

and

conductivity

mhos

por

centimeter cube. This valuo compares favorably with that given by
White (16, p.214)

for nitrobenzene sufficiently pure for satisfactory

operation of an electro-optcal shutter.

The

quality of the

19

nitrobenzone niiht be irrroved by further distillation.

trouble, however,
was

was encountered

sufficient so that
In operation,

no

No

since the degree of purification

noticeable heating

of the cell occurred.

the Kerr cell was arranged as in Iigure

'ïhe

6.

voltage was supplied to both the spark gap and the Kerr cell by
the pulser.

When the spark crosses the gap, there is a

rapid

collapse of thi voltage and eiiissîon of light in the gap.

Follow-

ing this breakdown, an electric wave is propagated out along the
The olectric wave reaches the cell

wires toward the Kerr cell.

at a time after the beginning of the

length of wire path

beten

breakdon equal

to the

the gap and cell divided by the wave

velocity, ahile the light reaches it after a time equal to the

path traveled divided by the speed of light. Light arriving

at

the cell before the voltage wave, passes on throughj that erriv-

Ing after, is

rejected

due

to the collapse of voltage which closes

the electro-optical shutter.

Increased by

iving

AS the voltage wave path was

the trolley along the track, the light first

appeared very faint and then increased in intensity as the path
was lengthened; the naxirnuni intensity being reached at a distance
of

tiOO

cm. plus or minus 10 cm. from the minimum point.

Assuming that the electric wave travels

rLth the speed of

light, the length of time, t5, during which the shutter remains

completely open after the breakdown, is given by the foxu1a

3 x lolo

where L

are resecttve1y the lengths of the wire

aiid

light path from ga

ntimeter.

to cell ir

L1 no light is transmitted through the

considered closed.

When L

through the analyzer

the

ufficiently lon1

is

breokdown of

trolley

the

must he

sark,

the liait

ee

i

shutter

coniderec oren.

i

shutter 'uil reriain
If the

oen

When L

for the

corrlete

oint on the track where the

obtin the maximum of light through

1aced. to first

the shutter, be denoted
coiìes

is less than

i'utter and the shutter is

reater th'-n L

is

w

id the

When L

ath and

.nd

the 'nolt where the light just

through with a minimum detectable

total time for the sDark breakdown

P, thn

itnstty

the

j

t

r

t

2(P1-P2)

It 'as found th.t

ecual to

27 x

down to 25

of

9

second.

r

l0

(P1P2) CcW.iS 400 cm,,,

seconds.

atmoeoheric

obtained by aogcwski and Kiem-er

ressure,
(Ei.

nd

otential
s.

p.1545), is 25 x l0

The strength of the Kerr effect in any

constant,

B.

This may be

difference

2.5 mm. gap as

This agrees very closely with the observed time for

by its Kerr

is

t

The time it takes a siark to break

er cent of its intensity 'uith a

kiiovolt, at

therefore,

secon'ìa.

t.

subst.nce is

expressed

stated by the relation

B2W). P2

where E is the potential difference between the

1ates in

2].

e1ectroKtLtic untt,

beteen them nd

i the

the

itngth of the

i,K,ree

eiiie tu rttan

ship tict1 vibr*tton

componente of the

iatee, d the dtet'uce

between the

of the itétt parallel

nd

perpendiculer, reepective17, to the eiectrtcal fteid.

hve

lu thie expertent, we
2 ca., d e'uP1

0.5 ce.,

t!e following v,1uee:

equale

1/

i equsle

electroetatic volt

and

B equale 2.55xi05

2

And

O.?85Ø

And

Ur

To1e

_________________

55x105

Then

2xllfl.i].x2x3.14

*

1.10

=

1.40 Radiane
C00 4ß

I

ive

nur

the Kerr conetant B for

common itcuide for whtch it hae been
deteriried,
ìre

1ee

gtvrn by Raman end
the beet that

rtehmn

(

ra avai1b1e.

1

,

of the sore

Thece

,1uee

.'25-?28 ) and are doubt-

There te

dtsRgree*ent with thoce given by Jenkine

,

however,

ndWhite

(9,

oe
.4Z?)

ea tieted. in Table II.

Jitrobenzene te the liquid moet often uned in th

otic1

ehutter.

is not colorleec

other liquids.

electro-

It hae one dteedvantge, however, in that it

nd it te therefore not ae traneiarent ae come
Midereon (2, p.40) found th,t orthodichioro-

beuzene te more cuiteble for uce in celle thrt ere to be ueed

22

TABLE

VALS

I

OF THE KERR CONSTANT AS GIVEN BY
RAMAN AND KRISHMAN

Liquid
Aceton3

Symbol

B

x iø7

CH3COCH3

16.30

Acetic Acid

CHCoOH

L.i8

Aniline

C6HNH2

-1.21

Benzene
T3rornobenzone

Carbon Disuiphide

c6R6
C6HSBr

.60

9.03

2

3.22

Carbon Tetrachioride

cC1

.07

Ch1orofor

CHC13

Ethyl Ether

C2H0C2H

Ethyl Chloride

CH3CB2C1

Methylene Chloride

C}1C12

Nitrobenzene

cyo

?itrotolune

NOC6H1pH3

T1uen8

C6HCH3

Water

H2o

-3.32

-.62

.1.06

17h.2o

3.96

23

TABLE II

VALUES OF THE KERR CONSTANT AS GIVEN BY
JENKINS AND i}IITE

Liquid

Synibol

Ben zene

Carbon Dis ulphide

.60

Cs2

Water
Nitrotolune
Nitrobenzeric

B X io?

3.21
li.70

NO2C6HCH2

123.00
220.00

2

with ultra

hih

Because it

frequencies.
is

fie

also found it easier to handle.

impossible to buy nitrobonzerie in a form

sufficiently pure for use in the Kerr cell, it is necessary to

purify it in the laboratory.
There is no allowance made for a time lag in the Kerr cell,

but as Beai

the

and Lawrence

(,

p.17°) pointed out, "There is at

present time no experimental evidence for

lag of the Kerr effect behind rapidly

the existence of a

changing

electric fields."

It is possible, therefore, to deal with intervals of time as short
as icr9

seconds with an accuracy depending upon

the ability to

measure the length of the electrical circuit to the Kerr cell.
The Kerr cell is a very effective device for the measuring

of short Intervals of time and for studyìn

various

phenomena.

It is not too difficult to construct or operate and can be used

in the

laboratory for stndy and demonstration purposes as well

as for research.
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